
Tray with tile mosaic
Instructions No. 1910

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 1 hour 30 Minutes

Mosaic with a difference - in this decoration idea, tiles were designed in advance with porcelain paints and
then crushed with a hammer. The pieces were then repositioned on a tray, so that the picture is again the
same.

Download the free motif template and print it out. To ensure that the paint adheres well to the tiles, clean them beforehand
with methylated spirits or cleaning solvent: this will make the surface free of dust and grease. Place the four tiles together to
form a large square, position the template in the middle and transfer the motif using transfer paper. Trace the contours of the
coffee cup with a porcelain brush pen. Then paint the remaining motif with the liquid porcelain paint. For the background,
apply the paint with a brush. The paint must dry for at least 4 hours before it can be baked in the oven according to the
manufacturer's instructions 

The tiles are now laid with the painted side down and gradually crushed with a hammer. Put the pieces back in their original
place immediately afterwards to make it easier to place them on the tray later 

Fasten the fragments with Handicraft glue on the tray and apply mosaic-Joint Filler . For this purpose, mix the mixture with
some water in advance and spread it with a soft brush. After a binding time of approx. 8-10 minutes, wipe the remaining
mosaic off Joint Filler the tiles with a damp sponge.

Must Have



Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

710443 VBS Wooden tray, set of 3 1

573863-02 TilesMatt 1

275736-06 KREUL Glass & Porcelain "Classic"Garnet Red 1

275736-05 KREUL Glass & Porcelain "Classic"Carmine Red 1

275736-15 KREUL Glass & Porcelain "Classic"Dark brown 1

275736-01 KREUL Glass & Porcelain "Classic"Cream 1

275743-02 KREUL Glass & Porcelain "Classic Metallic"Copper 1

120159 VBS Painting sponge "Stencilling Gnome", 3 pieces 1

384230 Prym transfer paper, white/Blue 1

762182-46 edding 4200 Porcelain brushpenCrimson 1

465755-01 VBS Mosaic-Joint FillerWhite 1

111065 VBS Handicraft glue 1

330350 VBS Painting sponges, 3 pieces 1

VBS Wooden tray, set of 3

17,55 CHF
23,40 CHF

 Item
details

Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/vbs-wooden-tray-set-of-3-a31592/
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